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Abstract: 

Cities in the countries of the Maghreb and Andalusia preserved a huge heritage of forts, kasbahs, 

castles and walls that truly indicate the great role they played. Military fortifications were not 

just buildings that were called for by war events at that time only, but rather these facilities 

represented a lifestyle that affected the lives of societies and their facilities and in the formation 

of the city in general. Rulers sought to fortify cities to keep the entity of the country and 

establishing its authority and to protect the city and its urban development, hence various 

fortifications and military architecture like forts, castles, walls, towers and many others were 

built, so every city or village, whether in Morocco or Andalusia, almost had a wall surrounding 

its buildings to protect it, as well as a Kasbah, castle or fort that acted as a second line of defense 

for it. Which was applied to the city of Tiznit which had a great importance in the Alawite Age; 

so Sultan Hassan had fortified it and built its walls to be turned from a mere tiny village into a 

city and a center of the authority in the Souss region, in the south of Morocco. In this context, 

this article aims to highlight the city walls by checking out the date of building the walls, the 

reasons for their building, the used building materials. This article also aims for description and 

analysis of the walls and making plans and projections, horizontal and vertical sections and 

extracting its architectural elements to highlight its historical, architectural and cultural 

significances. Bearing in mind the culture of the era in which those walls were built, from 

political, social and economic conditions, also climatic and topographical conditions. The paper 

concludes with a recommendation to protect and to invest it as well, especially as they are the 

last walls built in Morocco. 
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Introduction: 

Tiznit is one of the towns in the south of Morocco region of Souss-Massa, it's the capital of 

Tiznit province. It is bordered by Chtouka Aït Baha province to the north, Guelmim and Sidi 

Ifni to the south, Tata and Taroudant to the east, and to the west is the Atlantic Ocean (Map 1). 

Tiznit arose in a plain known as "Azgar" and its Tamazight idiom means plain or every flat 

place compared to other high nearby places. This plain is characterized by flatness and low 

height. Good to mention that Tiznit plain, there is underground waters and it contains a lot of 

water holes. The city of Tiznit was established on a spring of water known as the old eye or 

blue eye( Azgar. The rise of the city was linked to the water element in this dry medium, and 1(

became famous for herding activity. It seems that this phenomenon was the basis for the stability 

of groups coming from the mountains towards Azgar plain after discovering the water holes(.2(  

The name of Tiznit hasn't been mentioned in the sources of the middle ages or in Travelers’ 

books, even Al-Hassan Al-wazzan didn't mention it in his description of towns and villages of 

Souss. However Azgar plain has never been empty by any way, the region witnessed the 
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increase of the ancient human emigrations because its lands were suitable for pasture, 

agriculture and waterholes(This plain which is a natural extension of Souss was a traffic area  3( 

for human groups which were moving towards the desert in the south or moving in the directions 

of the area located in the north of "Walvas Valley", whether these moves are in commercial, 

military or herding context(), Aït Tiznitstability ( . There were previousring of Tiznit tribal4( 

however their news was triggered by the rapid events in Souss region in the age of Marinids 

whose authority remained on Souss region and it was influx from (668 AH /1269 AD) until the 

death of Sultan Yaqoub ibn Abd al-Haqq (685AH / 1286 AD). They had to send military 

campaigns every now and then to ensure establishment of security in this region in which the 

revolution of Bani Yader never calmed  down on one hand, and the domineering of Arab Al-

ma'kel and their control over the road on the other hand(in  Abo Anan. After the death Sultan 5( 

(759 AH/ 1357 AD) the influence of Marinades was reduced from Souss as a final result, and 

the city entered a new era of chaos and turmoil. However, the region of Azgar witnessed an 

increased movement and stability of the tribes in the age of Marinades(the  Marinids. After 6( 

disturbances remained striking the region especially since Bani Wattas were unable to extend 

their control towards Souss, because their authority was shrinking at times to be limited to the 

city of Fes and its environs, therefore Souss remained far from any central authority and suffered 

a lot from the submission to the Arab tribals’ influence, as they extended their authority towards 

the plains and imposed many taxes on the population against the trade routes security(.7(  

In the age of Sharifian Saadis the interest in Souss region increased, they renovated the city of 

Taroudant and made it a fortified base in that region facing the Spanish and Portuguese 

occupation of Souss and Morocco coasts in general(, tribes continued to increase and settle 8( 

in the region because of its security and stability in the Saadi era which considered the land of 

Sous money house, and they sold spots to whoever wanted to buy lands, Sultan Aḥmad al-

Manṣūr also imposed annual taxes according to the number of alserouj and alkawanin(. The 9( 

feature of the reconstruction of the plain of Souss are illustrated in what Al-Saktani mentioned, 

that tribes went to exploit the lands of Azgar to cultivate and revive the waterholes(And this  .10( 

information indicates that the region began to know distinguished stability, its habitants seemed 

more attached to the land, therefore it is not a coincidence that the first indications returned to 

Tiznit was prominent on the scene many times as a base for the royal campaigns that targeted 

the southern part of Souss plain, that's why it was chosen as one of the campaigns bases of 

Sultan Aḥmad al-Manṣūr(.11(  

However, things changed at the end of the Saadi State. As the region became a scene for 

political disturbances and instability after the death of Sultan Aḥmad al-Manṣūr (1012 AH 

/1603 AD). This situation continued in the Alawite age which made Sultans sending campaigns 

to extend their control and for security to stabilize in the region. During the region of Sultan 

Suleiman the commander Mohamed Aghenaj carried a campaign on Souss in (1225 AH/ 1810 

AD) and he created Kasbah in Tiznit known as Aghenaj Kasbah(made  Hassan I,-Al. Sultan 12( 

two campaigns on the region in (1299AH/1882AD) and (1303AH/1886AD), one of their results 

was to fortify Tiznit by buildings its walls and renovating its Kasbah and making it as a base to 

extend his influence on the region(.13(  
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Origin and date of construction: 

There is no dispute that the creator of Tiznit walls is Sultan Al-Hassan I (1290-1311 AH / 1873-

1894 AD). As for the date of construction the researches that dated the walls mentioned that the 

date of their building comes back to (1299AH/1882AD) (, but going back to the sources that 14( 

dealt with the history of Alawite state especially the period of Sultan Al-Hassan I, we find that 

they have conflicts in the date of the wall construction. In the coming lines, we'll discuss the 

opinions contained in the dating of the walls to reach the correct date for its building. 

For the opinions that mentioned that the walls are dated back to the year (1299AH /1882AD) 

they relied on Sultan Al-Hassan I visit to Souss and Tiznit which was in that year, and this is 

indisputable, because all the sources that are related to Sultan Al-Hassan I confirmed that his 

first campaign on Souss was in that date(. But any of these sources mentioned that the of 15( 

construction was in the same year in which the Sultan visited the town which makes us rule out 

that the construction started in that year, otherwise these sources mentioned that the Sultan made 

his trip at the end of that year, so there wasn't enough time after the Sultan returned to his capital 

Marrakesh again, for the processing of money and equipment for construction to send them to 

the constructors who were appointed in Tiznit. 

However, Al-Mukhtar Al-Soussi mentioned that "the construction of the wall began on Thursday 

5th Shawwal 1300AH (1883AD) and done at the end of Dhu al-Qi'dah 1302AH (1885AD)" ( 

mentioned another date for the beginning of the construction, he said "for  Al'iikrari. While 16(

Tiznit it  was built by Sultan Al-Hassan ibn Mohamed ibn Abd al-Rahman, he began the 

building in 1301 AH (1884AD), and it was built in two years and half, he attended it in 1303 

AH (1886AD)" (-Alhe mentioned another date, he said "when Sultan  Kanouni-Al. As for 17( 

Hassan passed by Tiznit in 1304 AH (1887AD) returning from his tour to Souss, he stood on it 

(Tiznit) and ordered to wall it"(. And here we are in front of three dates of building the wall, 18( 

which of them is the correct one? Back again to the sources we find that Sultan Al-Hassan I, 

made his second trip to Souss in (1303AH/1886AD) and visited Tiznit, he criticized the 

tightness of the wall and told Tiznit people, "You narrowed the wall to yourselves"(. This 19( 

provision indicates that the construction of walls was really done in (1303AH/1886AD) or 

before, which means that the date (1304AH /1887AD) that was mentioned by Al-Kanouni was 

incorrect. If we returned to the reasons that prompted the Sultan to carry out his first campaign 

on Souss and his constructions for walls of Tiznit, it was his attempt to control those areas and 

subjugate the rebel tribes in them, and confront European ambitions in possession of the coast 

of Souss. All of this was a motive to accelerate the process of building the wall to prepare the 

city to be a center for gathering the forces and to play the role assigned to it. As we'll mention. 

If we considered that the Sultan had finished that tour in Ramadan 1299AH (July 1882AD) 

there wouldn't be any excuse for the delay in the construction process till year (1301AH/ 

1884AD) as mentioned by Al'iikrari. Especially that "Charles de Foucauld" mentioned that, 

shortly after the return of the Sultan, designers and architects were sent for the construction of 

the city to begin and it was surrounded by a wide and squire wall(. Accordingly, I support 20( 

the view that the construction work began in (1300AH / 1883AD). 
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Reasons for building the wall: 

There were many reasons that combined and pushed Sultan Al-Hassan I to build the wall for 

the city of Tiznit. The city has been under siege several times by the anti - Hashem family 

forces, and the city was only fortified by a short fence of adobe as it turns usually around the 

orchards(talked about Tiznit construction,   Kanouni-Al". 'iishbar, which locally known as "21( 

he said, "Reform is still in progress in Tiznit, it was a small village with no walls and it was 

surrounded by 'iishbar to fend off the hostility of tribes"(. It seems that the wall was small 22( 

and primitive it couldn't protect Tiznit well. Even that Al-Soussi described it by saying, "Then, 

it had a small fence as for orchards"(. Which pushed the Sultan to build a wall to fortify the 23( 

city and defend it. 

Also, the aim of building the wall of Tiznit was to find a fortified center and a base to control 

the tribes of the region especially, the ones who pro Tizirwalt the center of revolutionaries and 

their stability. Back to the age of Sultan Al-Hassan I, Tiznit was like any other Soussy area 

submitting only to the primps recruited on the city of Taroudant, and as a result of the visit of 

Sultan Al-Hassan I to Souss in (1299AH/1882AD), the Sultan decided to fortify Tiznit and 

make it a military and administrative center that overlooks the extended areas between Walvas 

Valley and the borders of Noul valley  and Guelmim(. This formal procedure was decisive to 24( 

the elevation of the country to be a capital after it was a mere big village in the past, and a 

commander was appointed on it called Masoud al-Rashidi. It seems that the central government 

needed a permanent center in the area to use it in extending their authority over a region known 

with unrest and disturbances. This procedure was followed by appointing Mohamed ibn 

Hassoun as a commander of the tribe of Aït Tiznit(. The two commanders were able to play 25( 

the role dictated by the Sultan where they extended their influence on the neighboring tribes 

thus, they stopped the greed of the anti-sultan tribes to expand towards strategic areas in the 

plain of Tiznit. By playing this role Tiznit became a decision and control center and by that the 

relationship and connections between the center and its tribal environment increased(.26(  

Sultan Al-Hassan I needed as well a permanent center in the region to gather his followers from 

administrators, military personnel and notables to facilitate the task of monitoring the Sultan 

coasts to fend off colonial powers (Spain – England – France – German – Italy) that were 

aspiring to control those coasts(. The Sultan made his first more to Tiznit to put an end to 27( 

that greed to show his strength for tribal leaders, and in front of the Sultan's keenness to establish 

contact with local representatives, he decided to build a wall for the unvaccinated Tiznit, he 

ordered the commander Masoud al-Rashidi to build the wall(defensive  . In addition to the28( 

and security role of the wall, it was constructed to deal with the economic damage of the country 

as a result for foreign trade with some Susan tribes, and thus cut the road to a strong local root 

that was able to complete the central government economically(. The construction of the wall 29( 

has created an environment and lasting political stability that gave the country a new dynamic 

that explain some what the demands of the notables and nobles of Tiznit from the Sultan for the 

reconstruction and development of the town commercially like other royal cities(.30(  

The walls also had asocial and cultural functions as they mainly contributed to the consolidation 

of a sense of belonging to the city and they strengthen the ties among the population belonging 

to them(. 32( (. They also play their role in preserving the city's cultural and artistic heritage31( 

Whatever the case, the Sultan was keen to maintain his subordination to Tiznit as a pro requisite 

for his control over the southern part and extend his control over it. 
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Financing the construction of the wall:  

The construction of the wall took a period more than two years, according to Al-Soussi, the 

construction took two years and two months(mentioned that Tiznit walls were  Al'iikrari. But 33( 

built in two years and a half. But, who was financing the construction all this period? Are 34(

they the commanders of Tiznit and its notables and tribes or they were funded by the Sultan? 

Sultan Al-Hassan I sent to his commanders in Tiznit all the necessary capabilities and supplies, 

money and workers to build the wall. The construction expenses were taken from the revenues 

of Alssaouira port(. He also sent the design and the area of the wall and the architects to 35( 

them(. This confirms that the designs of the walls and estimating their area were made by 36( 

Sultan Al-Hassan I, according to a vision that corresponded to the roles that would be played 

by the city as the Sultan wanted, he sent designs to the commanders of the construction and 

money for construction. 

The Sultan has shown great interest in the construction progress. It is noticeable that much of 

the correspondences between the Sultan and his representatives in the country concerned the 

technical and organizational aspects of building the wall. But it is unfortunate that who standing 

on the construction narrowed the area of the drawn wall too, much other than what was planned 

to keep the money for themselves(. Which prompted the Sultan to blame them when he saw 37( 

the narrow wall during his second tour to Tiznit in (1303AH/1886AD) (. Perhaps this short 38( 

hand of the area of the walls was what made the wall not to surrounded all the tribes and villages 

of Aït Tiznit. The walls included only four of them which were Id Ougfa, Id Zekri, Id Dalha and 

Aït Mohamed. As for what is left of them outside the walls, were Tadwarat, Atban, Du Terka 

and Laouina(. Were these last villages planned to be within the limit of the walls by the 39( 

Sultan Al-Hassan I, who denied on Tiznit people to narrow the walls? 

 

Description of the wall: 

The city of Tiznit runs an area of 1.15 km2, it's fortified by a wall of length 4.55 km((Map  40( 

2). Its current high is 5.5m, it extends in straight lines interspersed with some refractions and 

wraps which are 1m thick, and some of the lower parts of the wall and its towers were supported 

by sloping terraces from Tapia and stones varying height known as "Al-Zalaliq"(. which was 41( 

one of the basis consolidation features in the middle ages(, and it's a building tilted outward 42( 

to support the wall from below and protect it from corrosion or creation of holes. 

The wall was built of plain masses of Tapia, it had no inner passes and above it there was 

rampart walk that was 0.50m high and 0.50m thick, topped up with rectangular battlement, 

some of them had a hierarchical top, the height of each one today is about 0.53m and its width 

is about 0.48m. The wall and the towers also contained gutters from palm trunks to drain rain 

water (Fig.1). 

The wall supports 63 towers, no distribution of distances or regular separations were observed, 

as the distance between them varied from 42m to 120m. including 50 small towers square 

shapes, its length of the side is 4m, their height rises as the wall (Fig.1). 13 big towers were 

distributed on the angles of the wall and were formed similar to the towers of Al-Qusur Al-

Sahrawiyah (residential fortified settlements in the desert). They have a rectangular base that 

stands out from the wall by 4.50m, its width is about 5.50m, they're getting thinner when they're 

up. 
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The large towers consist of two levels, a lower level has a door that opens toward the town and 

is used for storage, and an upper level which is used for monitoring and reconnaissance, it can 

be reached through an internal ladder aligned with the wall (Fig.2). The most important large 

tower: 

Belfkak Tower: Attributed to the leader Belfkak who was at the head of the military garrison 

in Guelmim then he became a leader for Tiznit in (1318AH/1900AD) (. It's located at the 43( 

Southern angle of the wall of the city. It's 10m in height, today it doesn't have any crenellations 

(Fig.3).  

Terrkeen Tower: It was called by that name because it was located by a coal store (Terrkeen 

in Tamazight) (Gate, it is 8.10m in height, it's  Ouina-Alcated in the western side by . It is lo44( 

topped by crenellations numbered by 4 in each side and 4 at the corner, and at its lower and 

higher levels, it contains narrow slots on the inside and ample on the outside (Arrow slit) as 

they were used to fire shells, as well as they were used for monitoring and ventilation (Fig.4). 

Aglou Tower: It was called by that name attributed to the tribe of Aglou, it is located in the 

northwestern center of the wall, it is 9m high (Fig.5). 

Kaied (leader) Mubarak Tower: It is located approximately in the middle of the northern 

wall, it is 7.50m high. It is distinguished by the fact that its pillars rise in hierarchical form 

(Fig.6). 

Targa or Al-Sakia Tower: It's located to the east of Targa Gate at the northern wall, it's 7.50m 

high and it looks like Kaied Mubarak tower (Fig.7). 

Id Ougfa Tower: It's known also by Sedi Bogbbara attributed to Saint Bogbbara whose Shrine 

is located in the tower, it is located in the northeastern corner of the wall, it's 8.50m high, and 

its top has no crenellations (Fig.8). 

It is good to mention that some towers weren't elevated to the current level when were initially 

built. Rather, they were elevated in later stages like Id Ougfa and Kaied Mubarak towers(. 45( 

The wall is in good condition today with the exception of a fragment that collapsed which is 

about 30m in length to the west of Targa gate.  

In the wall there are eight gates which are opened, some of them are original and some were 

added in later periods, and they are: 

Al-Khames Gate: (Fig. 9-11) It opens to the north of the wall, it was called that name because 

it was leading to the Thursday market (Al-Khames market), it is a building block that stands out 

its western side from the wall 4.50m, it's eastern rib stands out 5.50m, its height is 6.85m, its 

pillars rise from the top of a pyramid-shaped body, surrounded by six crenellations in its long 

rib and two crenellations in its short rib, and with that it looks like Kaied Mubarak an Targa 

towers. It has a width of 9.60m, in the middle of it, there is a rectangular entrance with a capacity 

of 2.40m and its height is 3m. Its jamb was built from stones and it was topped by a semicircular 

arch that was also built from stones. It leads to a straight passage which is 2.60m wide, covered 

by a tunnel vault its height is about 4.25m. In the middle of the passage on the right and on the 

left there are two entrances, they're 1m wide and 1.50m in height and its topped by a 

semicircular arch, each one of them leads to a rectangular room that was used to store any kind 

of taxes from merchandise. unfortunately, these entrances are blocked today. 

Targa Gate: (Fig. 12-14) It is located to the north of the wall to the east of Al-Khames Gate, 

and it's also known as "Al-Sakia Gate" which is the Arabic meaning of the Tamazight word 

"Targa", and it was known by this name because it was leading to the fields and orchards known 
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as "Sakiat Targa". It is reported that in the past it was the main entrance of the Sultan's envoys 

to the leader of the city)46( . It is a building block supported by a large tower for surveillance and 

fortification, it stands out from the by wall 5.50m, it's 7.55m in high, topped by four 

crenellations at the corners and four at its long rib and three at its short rib. The span of the door, 

including the tower that supports it, reaches 9.60m, and its height is 5.90m, and it is topped by 

five crenellations. It contains a rectangular entrance with a width of 2.40m, and a height of 3m. 

Its jamb was built from stones and it's topped by a semicircular arch that was also built from 

Stones. It leads to a straight passage it's 3.60m wide, covered with a flat roof of branches and 

sticks. To the right of the interior to the passage there is a rectangular entrance, it's 1m wide and 

1.90m high, it's topped with a lintel of branches and it is closed by a wooden shutter, leads to a 

rectangular room at the lower level of the tower that supports the gate, and the upper level of 

the tower contains a monitoring and reconnaissance room that can be accessed from the top of 

the gate surface. 

Aglou Gate: (Fig. 15-17) It is located in the western side of the wall, and was named by that 

name because it opens towards Aglou tribe. It is a masonry block, its southern rib stands 6.60m 

out of the wall, its northern rib stands out by 6.90m, and its height is 6.85m, its top has no 

crenellations. The width of its façade is 10m, in the middle of it there's a rectangular entrance, 

it's 2.80m in width and 3.30m in height, its jamb was built from stones and it's topped by a 

semicircular arch and it was also built from stones and surrounded by a prominent rectangular 

frieze 0.10m wide. The two spandrels are decorated with two stars eight, inside each of them a 

rosette with twelve petals. 

The entrance leads to a straight pass 3.10m wide, covered with a tunnel vault, and in the middle 

of the pass on the right and left inside there are two recess, each one of them is 0.50m deep, 

2.60m wide, 3.60m high, topped with a semi-circular arch, and each recess is mediated by an 

entrance 0.80m wide and 1.80m high, shuttered by a wooden shutter and leads to a rectangular 

room. Beside the recess which is on the right, there's an entrance 0.80m wide and 2m high, it's 

topped with segmental arch, shuttered by a shutter of wood. 

Al-Madeer Gate: (Fig. 18-20) It is located in the eastern side of the wall, and was named by 

that name because it opens towards Al-Madeer tribe. It is a building block that protrudes from 

the wall by 6.60m, its height is 6.66m, and its top has no crenellations. The width of its façade 

is 10.85m and mediated by a rectangular entrance, it's 2.60m in width and 3.10m in height, its 

jamb was built from stones and it's topped by a semicircular arch that was also built from stones, 

on either side of the portal entrance there are two merging columns each of them is crowned 

with an ionic capital. The two spandrels are decorated with two circular bosses, in the middle 

of each one there's a flower of eight petals. The entrance was closed by two shutters of wood, 

the left shutter is located to the left and it shows residues covered in leather. The entrance leads 

to a straight pass, its width is 2.80m, the pass contains four recesses, two on the right and two 

on the left, the breadth of each is 2.20m, 0.40m deep, 2.70m high, and topped with a semi-

circular arch. The pass is covered by a tunnel vault, that has a square opening in the middle, its 

side length is 2.60m. 

Ouli Gate: (Fig. 21-23) It is located in the southern sector of the western wall, this gate was 

not present from the beginning, therefor it opened to one of the small towers, and it was opened 

during the French protectorate by Al-Sheikh Bo Obeid, to be a way for Id Dalha's livestock 

towards the pastures, for this it was called "Ouli Gate" attributed to the flock of sheep)47( . Also 
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known as "Bo Obeid Gate" attributed to Al-Sheikh Bo Obeid who opened it. The gate bears the 

date of (1311 A.H) perhaps it's the date of its building. The gate starts with an entrance opened 

in the side of the tower, it is 2m wide and 2.20m high, topped with a semi-circular arch, the arch 

and spandrels are surrounded by a rectangular frieze, with a central date of (1311) on the top of 

the arch. The entrance leads to a rectangular space with no roof, it's 3.40m long and 3m wide, 

and it contains another entrance leads to inside the city, that entrance is rectangular, it's 2.20m 

wide, 2.90m high and covered with a lintel of tree branches. 

Aït Jerrar Gate: (Fig. 24 a) It is located in the southern side of the western wall, it consists of 

two straight wide entrances, topped with semi-circular arches, leading to two straightens for 

Abd Al-Rahman street inside the city. It is a new gate that was built in the age of the French 

protectorate to facilitate entry and exit of the cars after the original gate was destroyed after its 

expansion)48(. As for the original gate according to some old pictures, it was a prominent tower 

from the wall, its pillars rise from the top of a pyramid-shaped body, and confined among them 

five crenellations in the long side and three crenellations in the short side, and it is similar in 

appearance to Al-Khames Gate, and Mubarak and Targa towers. In the center of the tower there 

is a rectangular entrance topped with a semi-circular arch, and leads to a straight corridor which 

is uncovered in the middle. 

Jadid Gate: (Fig. 24 b) It is located in the western south side of the wall, and it is a new gate, 

as the French protectorate extended it to facilitate the movement of cars in the direction on Al-

Mechoir square, which is considered the administration and economic center of the city of 

Tiznit(Gate in its composition after its expansion.Aït Jerrar . And it is similar to 49(  

Al-Ouina Gate: (Fig. 24 c) It is located in the western south side of the wall to the north of 

Jadid Gate, and it is a new gate because it was done in the period of the French occupation, and 

it was called by that name because it was facing a distance of 5 km from a village called Al-

Ouina(. It consists of two wide entrances to facilitate the entry and exit of cars from and to 50( 

the city, and next to it there are two small openings to the entry and exit of the pedestrian, and 

it is similar to Jadid and Aït Jerrar gates. 

 

The building materials: 

Tapia (was used as a main building material in the wall and their towers and gates, some 51( 

other materials were used with it like stones that were used in the gates and in the ramps that 

support the bottom of the wall. Wood and tree branches were used in the doors shutters and in 

some lintels and roofs of entrances and towers. Palm wood has also been used to make gutters 

that drain water from the top of the wall and towers. 

 

How to build the wall? 

The construction of the wall begins with the foundation drilling of 0.50m, it is built with 

irregular stones, held together with a large amount of mortar. Then it is followed by building a 

wall that is less thick than the stone to a height ranging from 0.20m to 0.50m to protect the 

bottom area of the wall from the effect of water that breaks down the Tapia over time. After 

completing foundations and the bottom wall a process of fetching a large amount of raw 

materials begins from which the mixture is installed and mixed together by adding water and it 

is left to ferment for several days until construction begins, where the necessary quantity is 
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prepared for work within one day, taking the necessary precautions to cover this mixture and 

the newly completed wall with a wooden lid prepared for this purpose for the event of rain 

during the daily work(.52(  

After preparing Tapia, the mixture is transported by a pail and poured in the "Box" or "Tabout" 

(Fig. 26) which consists of wooden boards tightening on the basis of the wall in a parallel 

position and they are joined together by wooden blanks fixed with nails, and spaced out between 

those boards according to the required thickness of the wall. These boards are connected 

together from the top by arms of wood known as "Al-Wakafat", it is tied with ropes, the other 

two sides of this box are blocked with two small boards of wood (Fig. 27). After putting the 

mixture of Tapia inside the box, it's squeezed by a wooden tool known as "Al-Merkaz" until 

mixture parts overlap and become one body (Fig. 28). Thus, the box is re-installed in the 

previous way until the Tapia blocks are organized raw after raw and the whole wall looks fused 

as it was one block. The manufacturer is called "Al-Tawab" or "Al-Rakaz"(. (Fig. 29). There 53( 

is another way to tie the two boards of wood that make up the box, the pieces of wood are 

anchored to the center of the wall vertically, and planks are fixed by ropes, the average distance 

among the vertical wooden pieces is 0.85m, so as not to hinder the construction process(At  .54( 

the height of the wall, construction materials are raised to the top by rope and reel (Fig. 30). 

For the construction of the wall to be elaborate and well-balanced, "Al-Tawab" must have a 

scale, and often it is the thread balance or piece of wood to adjust the aesthetic of the wall from 

the inside and outside. Also, building with the Tapia needs red bricks or some of the pieces of 

wood to cover the part that was built when moving from a row to another, this is because red 

bricks or wood create some empty space under the box, then the lower wooden arms of the box 

are easy to pull out(. It is possible to be reach a different number of rows per day according 55( 

to the construction levels, especially if skilled labor is available (tic and the suitable clima56( 

conditions that allow for quick drying of the building and this time varies according to the 

seasons. In the summer, it ranges from eight to ten rows on the ground level and six to seven 

rows in the second level, as for the fall season, it will be four to six rows on the ground levels, 

and four or five rows in the second level(.57(  

After work was stopped in the evening, the top part of the wall that was finished recently is 

covered with a thin layer of the same soil used in construction to avoid the impact of sudden 

climatic factors, this layer is removed when returning to complete the construction the next day. 

After the construction of the wall is completed, it is allowed to dry for a period ranging from 

three to six days according to the seasons(To increase the durability of the wall it's added . 58( 

to the mixture every now and then pieces of wood their length doesn't exceed the width of the 

wall and are thin, and other longitudinal pieces straight or slightly twisted are placed next to 

each other on the longitudinal span of the wall(.59(  

 

The analytical study: 

Layout and shape of the wall: The wall of Tiznit was extended in straight lines and was 

interspersed with some warps, this is due to the topography of the city that was built on flat land 

of Azgar plain. These types of walls characterized by its ease and speed of construction relative 

to other walls. It could be provided using the raw materials, as the straight line is shorter than 

the winding line, in addition it gives more regular internal spaces. As for its draw backs, it has 

less durability than the winding wall so they were strengthened with the highest number of 
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towers at close distances, which increased their durability and defensive ability. And this is 

what we notice clearly in the western and western south ribs of Tiznit wall as they're the most 

straight forward sections of the wall, therefore it must be strengthened with the biggest number 

of towers that’s why they contained 28 towers. 

Also, the winding, refractions and those angles in the wall increase their durability and power, 

plus they create corners in the wall to make defenders abler to defend it, in case the attackers 

approached the wall from the spots of these corners (angles) where the number of defenders 

increase on the top of the wall in areas of angles. This phenomenon in Islamic western countries 

dates back to Umayyad period, where we note the tendency to the flexes in the walls of some 

fortifications that is dated back to the Umayyad in Andalusia like Banios de Anthena fort, and 

in the remain of the wall of Al-Okab fort (las navas de Toloza). This phenomenon has evolved 

in Morocco in the age of Almoravids where we see it in the wall of Amergo castle and 

Tasghemot castle. These corners allow defenders to surround the attackers through the path 

above the wall when these attackers advance inside one of the corners then the opportunity 

becomes favorable to kill them(. 60(  

It seems that the fortification of Tiznit had direct impact on its area which is limited, even that 

the perimeter of its wall reached about 4.55km, perhaps the limited space was related to the 

quickly finished construction and the ability to build these fortifications and their huge 

construction costs, and provide the soldiers with the equipment necessary to protect it, this is in 

addition to the fortification system that it is better to have smaller spaces to be easy to defend( 

. That as well as the builders of the wall narrowed its area to save money for their benefit as 61(

already mentioned. The limited area of the city had an effect on distribution of its architectural 

units as it didn't include some facilities that needed a large space like Al-Khames market, which 

was held outside the city walls from the northern side, within the city through Al-Khames gate, 

which took its name from this market. Besides the existence of this market outside the walls 

preserving the security of the city, its cleanliness and calmness. 

It is known structurally that the height of the wall is related to its thickness, the wall of Tiznit 

had reached a height of 5.50m in line with its thickness of 1m, we notice that this small thickness 

doesn't allow to create paths inside the wall for shooting so the wall has to become solid inside. 

Also, this small thickness had an impact on the width of the rampart walk at the top of the wall 

that reached 0.50m by which the cannons couldn't be placed on the top of the wall, but it can be 

replaced by placing the cannons on top of the towers, especially most towers are solid so they 

are characterized by their durability and their ability to withstand the weight of cannons and 

their reaction during launching shells. In addition, the surfaces of these towers are exposed and 

they are not covered in order for the stifling smoke and gases from cannons and guns not to 

affect soldiers who use these guns. 

Type of towers: The types of towers sued in the wall of Tiznit varied, in terms of architectural 

composition, there are two types of towers: 

Solid towers: they have a construction job, they work to support the wall, it contains a rampart 

walk on it for the guards and to fire the shells from it at the enemy as the rest of the surface of 

the wall. 

Towers with rooms: these are large towers that contain two levels of rooms as the lower rooms 

were used to store goods and the upper rooms were used for monitoring and reconnaissance as 

mentioned above, and these rooms are covered with flat roofs from tree trunks and branches. 
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It is worth mentioning that solid towers that aren't topped with shooting rooms were most 

commonly used in the military installations in Morocco and Andalusia like in the walls of Rabat, 

Marrakesh, Fes and Seville in Almoravids age, and in the kasbahs of: Boujloud, Oudayas, 

Merida and others. Perhaps this is due to the primary function which these towers were created 

for, which is the structural function represented in strengthening the walls and increasing their 

durability, they were also used for defense. The large number of these towers are also due to 

the ease and speed of building them with less cost, they were smaller than other types of towers 

and their height was equal to the height of the wall. These towers also correspond to the use of 

cannons as they are stoned, which enable them to withstand the weight of the cannons and their 

reactions. They also have exposed surfaces, so smoke from cannons doesn't cause any damage 

for the defenders as mentioned above. 

Heights of towers: The height of the towers varied in the city wall, the elevations were directly 

related to the function of the tower. The small towers are as high as the wall (5.50m), and these 

heights are in line with the main function of these towers which is the reinforcement of the wall. 

The large towers were higher where their heights range from 7.50m to 10m, and this is 

consistent with its function of surveillance and reconnaissance. 

Shapes of towers: All the towers of the wall have taken square or rectangular projections, the 

architect might had used these types of towers for their durability, resulting from the 

interconnectedness of their corners or as a kind of architectural heritage, and maybe for their 

ease and speed of construction. And maybe because they have more space inside and they are 

more regular than the circular or polygonal towers, then they absorb a greater amount of 

material that is stored in their lower rooms and absorb a greater number of defensive and 

observer soldiers in their upper rooms, hence more defensive ability. 

The gates: Gates are the main communication element connecting the facility to its outer 

circumference and when the security necessity fortified the cities with walls, gates in these walls 

had to be opened to enter and exit through them. The gates in the walls of the city perform 

multiple functions in peace and war. In peace they represent the graphs of connection between 

the city and the outside, and in war when the gates were the weakest point in the wall and the 

most vulnerable to break down, they had to be provided with architectural tricks in planning, 

design and construction materials to repel any attack they may be exposed to.  

To hamper the attackers several design solutions were created, initially, the entrances were 

direct consisting of one opening that is closed by two shutters through which the gates are 

opened and closed. Then the development occurred in the entrances in the age of Abd Al 

Rahman Al Naser, and to be precise in the gates of Cordova in (301AH/913-914AD) (by  62( 

adding an interior opening facing the external opening, then the entrance  changed to be having 

two openings on which shutters of wood or iron are installed. Then the multiplication of the 

number of doors, fortifications or obstacles facing the attackers, and doubling the number of 

guards. And with the development of architecture and elements of architecture, entries have 

evolved and a new quality has emerged known as "Bent entrances". The Bent entrance is the 

entrance where the interior deviates right or left once or several times before he reaches the 

inside of the facility, this type of entrances was used in defensive architecture for the purpose 

of reducing the attackers rush in the event that they can penetrate the outer entrance(. As well 63( 

the creator cared about choosing the appropriate position for the gates in the walls and directing 

them towards the right direction to do their job properly, the gates were distributed in all 
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directions of the wall as they connected between all the positions of the city with their different 

formations and its external environment. 

Gates planning: As the gates were one of the weakest points in the walls the architect worked 

to fortify them in a variety of ways until the gates became one of the most difficult points 

through which the enemy could storm climbing the walls, or prospecting them to become easier 

comparing the fortifications and obstacles encountered by the enemy to defend the gates(. 64( 

All Tiznit gates had direct entrances except Ouli gate. The bent entrances weren't used perhaps 

that was due to the use of fire arms at that time, so some of the features of the military 

architecture changed to adapt to this new development in arming. 

As the gates had direct entrances, they had to be further fortified and to increase their defensive 

capability by using a set of architectural tricks in their design and construction materials to 

increase their durability and defensive capability, where the stones with tapia were used in 

building the gates, as well as being built in the form of large architectural blocks to stand out 

from the wall and higher than it. Also we note some of the gates their passes contain recesses 

from which the defending soldiers are placed then they can surprise the enemy, attacking him 

in case of storming the gates in times of war. In case of peace, these recesses work on absorbing 

the soldiers assigned to the guard without impeding the traffic of the gate. These recesses also 

work on increasing the durability of the gates structurally. as in Aglou an Al-Madeer gates (Fig. 

17,18). 

Also we note that in some gates their passes contain unforgettable parts that allowed the 

defending soldiers positioned at the top of the gate to strike the attackers in case they were able 

to penetrate the outer door and cross the pass, like in Al-Madeer gate. And as an increase in the 

means of fortifications, we find that the wooden doors which were closed on the gates were 

covered with leather fixed with metal nails, that to increase their durability, tenacity and ability 

to resist and absorb the ballistics. also, if this leather is applied to vinegar, it becomes fire-

resistant, so the door is protected from the risk of burning(. And this phenomenon was not 65( 

limited to the cities of Morocco it is also found in Andalusia like in Almeria and Ubeda gates 

as they were covered with thick leather and fixed with nails(And to protect the entrances of  .66( 

the gates and to defend them some were provided with a tower on the side of the entrance just 

like in Targa gate (Fig. 13). 

Entrances measurements: The measurements of the entrances were varied from gate to gate 

as shown in (Table 1). In the light of what came in the table, it is clear that the measurements 

of the entrances were close, except Ouli gate, because this door has been opened later to one of 

the small towers that supported the wall. 

The stairs: Stairs are important communication and movement elements that tie different parts 

of the wall and the towers. Through which defending soldiers are provided with what they need 

from weapons and materiel on the wall and in the towers. Stairs were used in the wall of Tiznit 

to reach the top of the wall as well as the upper rooms in large towers. Also we note that the 

stairs in the wall of Tiznit were carried out with a certain inclination and width of one meter 

which helped in creating ease of using these stairs on the ascending and descending of soldiers 

during times of peace and war (fig. 2). 

Conclusion: 

The study clearly showed the location of Tiznit and its position in Azgar plain, and the 

topographic effect of this position on the layout and shape of the wall. The study also determined 
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the date of building the wall, and resolve the difference contained in those sources about that. 

The reasons behind the construction of the wall have also been clarified like fortifying the city 

and turning it into a center and a base to establish control of the Sultan over those areas and 

suppressing any revolutions, as well as putting an end to the colonial power greed, that was 

seeking to control trade and coasts of Souss region. 

The study also clearly showed the source of financing the construction of the wall which was 

the revenue from the port of Alssaouira. Designing and estimating the area of the wall was 

developed by Sultan Al-Hassan I, according to a vision compatible with the city's job that we 

have noted in the gates measurements and its entrances which were almost equal. The study 

also corrected many measurements of the lengths of the wall and its height and the 

measurements of the towers and the gates contained in previous studies. The study showed that 

Tapia was the main building material in the wall as well as using some other materials like 

stones and wood. The study also clearly showed how the wall was built and planned which was 

straight up with some fractures and the advantages of that planning and the reason for its 

development. 

The study also showed the use of two types of towers in the wall: small towers were designed 

to support, and large towers with storage, monitoring and reconnaissance rooms. The large 

towers also took the form of Al-Qusur Al-Sahrawiyah towers. The study also showed the 

planning of the gates and their building materials, the architectural and military tricks that were 

used to achieve the highest durability and capability for defense and fortification. The study 

also showed the change of shapes, such as arrow slits to match fire arms to become narrow on 

the inside and widen on the outside. Finally, this wall needs more attention and restoration with 

rebuilding of the wrecked part of it beside Targa gate, especially that it was the last wall that 

was built in Morocco. 

 

Tables, Maps and Figures: 

Table (1): The measurements of the entrances in Tiznit wall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The gate Entrance width Entrance height Proportion of width 

to height 

Al-Khames gate 2.40 m 3.00 m 1 : 1.25 m 

Targa gate 2.40 m 3.00 m 1 : 1.25 m 

Aglou gate 2.80 m 3.30 m 1 : 1.18 m 

Al-Madeer gate 2.60 m 3.10 m 1 : 1.19 m 

Ouli gate 2.00 m 2.20 m 1 : 1.1  m 
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Map (1): Regions and Provinces of Morocco and location of Tiznit, after, https//saharatodos.map=4142 

 

Map (2): Walls and Gates of Tiznit, after, Tiznit Collective memory, p. 68. 
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Fig. (1): Model of small towers. (photo'd by researcher).      Fig. (2): Model of stairs and doors of towers  

                                                                                              (photo by the researcher). 

         

 

 

 

                  
 

 

 

Fig.  (3): Belfkak Tower. 

(photo'd by researcher). 

Fig.  (4): Terrkeen 

Tower. (photo'd by 

researcher). 

Fig. (5): Aglou Tower. 

(photo'd by 

researcher). 

Fig. (6): Kaied M. 

Tower. (photo'd by 

researcher). 

Fig. (7): Targa 

Tower. (photo'd by 

researcher). 

Fig. (8): Id Ougfa 

Tower. (photo'd by 

researcher). 
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Fig. (9): Al-Khames Gate. (photo'd by researcher).        Fig. (10): Al-khames Gate. (Designed by researcher). 

            

Fig. (11): Plan of Al-khames Gate.                                       Fig. (12): Plan of Targa Gate. 

(Designed by researcher). 

               

Fig. (13): Targa Gate. (photo'd by researcher).                    Fig. (14): Targa Gate. (Designed by researcher). 

 

                 
Fig. (15): Aglou Gate. (photo'd by researcher).                          Fig. (16): Aglou Gate. (Designed by researcher).  
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Fig. (17): Plan of Aglou Gate.                                           Fig. (18): Plan of Al-Madeer Gate. 

(Designed by researcher). 

      
Fig. (19): Al-Madeer Gate. (photo'd by researcher).   Fig. (20): Al-Madeer Gate. (Designed by researcher). 

             

Fig. (21): Ouli Gate. (photo'd by researcher).            Fig. (22): Ouli Gate. (Designed by researcher). 

             

 

 

 

 

Fig. (24): Ait Jerrar, Jadid 

and El-Ouina  Gates. 

(photo'd by researcher). 

Fig. (23): Plan of Ouli Gate. 

(Designed by researcher). 
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Fig. (25): Ait Jerrar "Old gate", 

Bomezko, Amrer: Alm'aālem 

altarekheia, p. 59. 

Fig. (29): Construction of walls by 

Tapia,https://www.facebook.com/dakirati

znit/  

Fig. (26): poured Tapia in a 

Construction box, M. Teresa y 

otras: La Alcazaba, p.9. 

Fig. (27): The box of Tapia, M. 

Sánchez: El refugio en altura 

andalusí, fig.6, p.6.  

Fig. (28): Construction of walls by 

Tapia, 

http://www.turismobadajoz.es/alcazaba  

Fig. (30): Lift Tapia over the wall 

with a rope and a reel, 

https://millarenseurcitano.wikispa

ces.com  

https://www.facebook.com/dakiratiznit/
https://www.facebook.com/dakiratiznit/
http://www.turismobadajoz.es/alcazaba
https://millarenseurcitano.wikispaces.com/
https://millarenseurcitano.wikispaces.com/
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